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Inno at Milan furniture fair 4th – 9th April 2017
Inno started manufacturing personal looking and timeless products that stand out of the mass in 1975. Today Inno is known of it's
internationally awarded collection. Inno develops innovative products of high quality to meet the most demanding requirements of public
interiors. "We strongly believe that a good product has to give more than a look and a function, it has to feel right". At Milan fair we are
presenting the new Selected Colours range, the new Intro chair basic version, wooden Ono chair and the Lab XL easy chair among
others. Welcome to our stand 20F22!
ONO design Susanne Grønlund
Ono is a light wooden chair with welcoming design language rooting strongly to the Scandinavian design
tradition giving the chair a touch of history. Ono chair takes these roots into the future referring to contemporary
needs, architecture and interiors without compromising on functionality, comfort and aesthetic values. The
construction is obvious in its own way, the back carries and lifts the seat from the frame giving the chair a light
and inviting expression. The opening in the backrest allows to position the lower part of the back ergonomically
right. Further, the opening makes the handling and cleaning of the chair easy.
INTRO design Ari Kanerva
Intro is a wooden chair for use in a variety of public and private spaces. At first sight Intro looks simple but it’s
designed with a lot of attention to detail. The unique design combined with ergonomic proportions make it
suitable for use in different purposes alone, in a group or around a table. Available with an upholstered seat
and/or back.
LAB XL design Harri Korhonen
Cozy convention of the Lab table and chair series is continuing with a new easy chair. The softness of the chair
has been created through a plain quilted seat. The Lab table system includes several size categories, cable
management options and high tables for productive stand-up meetings. The Lab product family has been
granted the internationally recognized GOOD DESIGN™ 2015 Award.
TURNER design Susanne Grønlund
Turner is a clever and light wall attached coat rack with three wooden knobs for hanging clothes. One of the
knobs is longer which allows the use of a coat hanger. The metal part between the knobs gives the coat rack an
interesting and graphical appearance. Distinctive combinations can be created by installing several coat racks to
the wall in different positions. Turner-R coat hanger also available.
JULIE design Julie Tolvanen
Julie is the result of a persistent design process where curved veneer slats form a beautiful back and armrests
for this light looking, sculptural wooden small chair for dining and meeting purposes. Available with or without
seat upholstery. Julie has been granted the internationally recognized GOOD DESIGN™ 2015 Award.
AURA WOOD design Mikko Laakkonen
Aura Wood is a natural extension to the Aura family. With its wooden frame and standard height Aura will be
entering the use range of regular lounge seating yet preserving the characteristics of the award-winning Aura
series. Aura product family has been granted the internationally recognized GOOD DESIGN™ 2015 Award.
Aura sofa was awarded the red dot: best of the best 2013 design award for its elaborate and innovative design.
NAULA design Mikko Laakkonen
The new totally wooden coat rack Naula has pegs shaped as truncated cones that penetrate the stem,
functioning as hooks. The free standing coat rack is available in natural or stained oak, mixed or monochrome.
Naula has been granted the internationally recognized GOOD DESIGN™ 2016 Award.
BONDO WOOD design Harri Korhonen
The light structure, beveled table top edge and soft shape of Bondo create an aerial impression. The tables
overlap each other slightly which allows for organic layouts. The table is available in different sizes including a
small side table to be used as a laptop or writing table in groups that consists of sofas and armchairs. The Bondo
table range is also available with a wooden leg option.
SELECTED COLOURS
Inno will be launching a new range of colours that will cover a vast majority of the collection for monochrome
outfit. RAL1012 Yellow, RAL3002 Red, RAL5001 Blue and RAL6012 Green are available stained and matte
lacquered on ash wood (veneered surfaces and massive wood) and matte finished on metal. The colour
collection consists of product families Aura, Basso, Bondo, In-tensive, Intro, Kola, Lab and Ono with some
exemptions of models.
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